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Model Latina Las Vegas (Series 4)

13 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Luck Be a Lady

Stakes are high as our 17 finalists hit Vegas and move into a desert mansion. Things heat up
quickly as the girls put on a burlesque show and face the tough Model Latina judges. Three will
bust before the night is over!

2. Skin City

The Model Latinas bare it all in this revealing episode. Each model hopeful will expose more than
her soul in a sexy mirror challenge. It’s deep secrets and more Vegas mayhem!

3. Red Hot Pin-Up

The girls learn the true meaning of Sin City when they hit the strip’s wildest nightclubs. Will one
Model Latina contestant take her partying too far? Then it’s off to work at Cirque du Soleil and a
sexy 1940s inspired pin-to girl shoot.

4. Vegas Strip

Snakes and Tigers, oh my! The Model Latinas wrap themselves in a python and face-off with a
tiger. The heat rises when a famous celebrity drops in for a visit, but who invited the male stripper?

5. Knockout Hottie

Fists are flying as the ladies test their skills in the boxing ring! Watch them throw sexy punches
with a female boxer and work as ring girls for a high-profile Vegas fight. Then, the girls gang-up to
knock out the cattiest rival.

6. Pole Dance Off

A Vegas night like no other! The girls strut their stuff on the red carpet, get cosy with the stripper
pole and end up in a wedding chapel. This time, we’re getting some girl on girl action!
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7. Sexy Cirque Girl

No Vegas experience is complete without Cirque du Soleil. But what happens when the models
perform the erotic acrobatics of Zumanity. Then, a makeover mishap might ruin one of the Latinas’
chances of going all the way.

8. Chew On This

Who’s the biggest Model Latina drama queen? You’ll find out after our wild acting class. Then the
girls are challenged to design a dress out of Orbitz gum wrappers. Someone’s bubble is getting
burst once the judges have their say!

9. 7 Sinful Latinas

Two Models, one 4-star dinner, what could go wrong? You won’t believe the catfights that go
down: it’ll take a Vegas hypnotist to set our Latinas straight. Then the girls hit the desert for a 7
Deadly Sins photo shoot.

10. Up Up and Away

The models take to the skies with a wild helicopter trip to the Grand Canyon. Can they survive a
hike in their fancy gowns? It’ll all be worth it for this gorgeous photo shoot. And, could a Model
favourite make an unexpected return?

11. Sin City Thrills

The models are taking on Sin City’s tallest structure, The Stratosphere – a 1,000ft rollercoaster
ride. Plus, Season One winner Jessica Caban stops by, and one of the models receives an
amazing proposal!

12. Groovy, Baby!

The models live out their 1970s fantasies with a retro photo shoot. Who’ll be the grooviest
contender? Latina Magazine will be the judge! Then, pop star Kat de Luna drops by to give the
ladies some heartfelt advice.

13. The Winner Is…

Things get down to the wire with the last Vegas challenge. For the Grand Finale, our ladies flaunt
their showgirl skills, shoot a sexy commercial, and strut the runway. Who will win it all?


